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Abstract

Today, neural language models are commonly001
employed for generation of natural like re-002
sponses in dialogue system. The main issue003
that limits wide adoption of neural generation004
is related to poor predictability of responses005
in terms of a content, as well as dialogue at-006
tributes such as dialog acts and sentiment. In007
this paper we propose a method based on pro-008
jected attention layers (PALs) for controllable009
multi-attribute knowledge grounded dialogue010
generation. We compared a number of methods011
for training and blending representations pro-012
duced by PALs combined with Dialo-GPT base013
model. Results of our experiments demonstrate014
that separate pre-training of PAL branches for015
different attributes followed by transfer and016
fine-tuning of dense blending layer gives the017
highest accuracy of control of a generated re-018
sponse for less numbers of trainable parameters019
per an attribute. Furthermore, we applied our020
approach for controllable multi-attribute gener-021
ation with grounding knowledge to Blenderbot022
model. Our solution outperforms the baseline023
Blenderbot and CRAYON model in control ac-024
curacy of dialog acts and sentiment on Daily Di-025
alog as well demonstrates a comparable overall026
quality of dialogue generation given grounding027
knowledge on Wizard of Wikipedia.028

1 Introduction029

Majority of open-domain dialogue systems use030

hand-crafted finite state machines for response gen-031

eration (Larsson and Traum, 2000; Bocklisch et al.,032

2017; Finch and Choi, 2020). For every expected033

user utterance these systems define a state with pre-034

defined output response and transition to the next035

state of the dialogue. But user input can mismatch036

a condition for transition in the current state. As037

well, the user input can mismatch all possible states038

defined by the finite state machine. Here, neural039

generative models are able to help with producing040

natural like responses. Unfortunately, generative041

models demonstrate very unreliable coherence with042

existing dialogue context (Abhishek et al., 2021). 043

One of the possible solution is to use controllable 044

attributes such as dialog act or sentiment to guide 045

generation of responses and return the dialog flow 046

back to the domain of pre-defined script. If a script 047

is defined as pairs of adjacent dialog acts then a 048

generative model conditioned on grounding knowl- 049

edge about entities found in the dialogue context, 050

are able to generate all the bot utterances in the 051

script without retrieval of hand-written responses. 052

Controllable generative models have been an ac- 053

tive area of research over last years. Models (Zhao 054

et al., 2017), (See et al., 2019), (Zhang et al., 2018) 055

control only one attribute of the generated response 056

(dialog act, response relatedness or specificity). 057

CRAYON (Hu et al., 2021), which inserts control 058

embeddings into LSTM architecture, mixes several 059

attributes in the response but requires pre-training 060

of the whole model. In this paper we propose and 061

study a technique for multi-attribute generation con- 062

trol which is suitable for the both pre-training as 063

well as fine-tuning. We use PALs (Stickland and 064

Murray, 2019) with transformer architectures, con- 065

sequently parameters of the main pre-trained model 066

provide constant background knowledge and PAL 067

layers are trained to control generation in respect 068

with specific attribute. 069

Informativeness and meaningfulness is another 070

important aspect of generated responses. Blender- 071

bot (Roller et al., 2020), CoLV (Zhan et al., 2021) 072

and CGRG (Wu et al., 2021) use grounding knowl- 073

edge (retrieved paragraphs) to control the content 074

of output utterances. But these models are not able 075

to be controlled to produce the response with re- 076

quired attribute, such as dialog act or sentiment. 077

Trained models, train and inference code and 078

data to test the quality of models published in Open 079

Source under the Apache 2.0 license (anonymized 080

link, see submitted archive). The main contribu- 081

tions of this work are the following: 082

• we develop the method of controllable gener- 083
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ation for several simultaneous attributes such084

as dialog acts and sentiment;085

• we study simultaneous control of knowledge086

grounding as well as dialog act and sentiment087

of a response, and find that our model outper-088

forms existing approaches in terms of dialog089

act and sentiment control accuracy and is com-090

petitive in terms of perplexity of knowledge091

grounded generation.092

2 Related Work093

There are many different approaches to control094

generation process, one of them was proposed by095

Adapter bot (Madotto et al., 2020) model which096

has an option of switch between different attributes097

without changes in initial model by adding adapter098

layers. Hyperformer (Karimi Mahabadi et al.,099

2021) utilizes a shared PAL parameters for all tasks100

and Transformer layers, these parameters are gen-101

erated by a hypernetwork. The model (Xie and Pu,102

2021) is an encoder-decoder Transformer, where103

emotions in response are controlled with emotion104

embeddings, fed into the model. The limitation of105

hyperformer, adapter bot and (Xie and Pu, 2021) is106

inability to mix different attributes in one response107

(e.g., topic and emotion). CRAYON (Hu et al.,108

2021) is the model for multi-attribute response gen-109

eration (response length, question/statement, sen-110

timent, response relatedness). Our models gener-111

ates responses for more dialog acts (not only ques-112

tion/statement) and does not require training the113

base model.114

Most of generative models, which do not use ex-115

ternal knowledge, are capable of producing gram-116

matically correct and natural responses given the117

dialogue history, but have a limited ability to gen-118

erate interesting responses based on facts. On119

the other hand, knowledge-grounded generative120

models have an option of controlling content of121

generated responses with sentences with facts or122

keywords. CGRG (Wu et al., 2021) model uses123

lexical control phrases to control the generated re-124

sponse. The approach of (Xu et al., 2021b) is based125

on PALs for different topics which are used for126

retrieval-free knowledge grounded generation. The127

model (Zhan et al., 2021) uses latent variables for128

relevant knowledge selection and response genera-129

tion. The models (Xu et al., 2021a), (Kumar et al.,130

2021) and (Gupta et al., 2020) controls the gener-131

ated response by adding as input of the transformer132

the sequence of keywords before the dialogue his-133

tory. Our approach is inspired with Blenderbot 134

(Roller et al., 2020) which is an encoder-decoder 135

transformer pretrained on Reddit and finetuned on 136

Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018), but our 137

model controls not only the content of the response 138

and moreover dialog act and sentiment. 139

3 Methods 140

In this paper, our goal is to find a method to control 141

different response attributes without losing much 142

token prediction quality (perplexity) and other abil- 143

ities of the base pre-trained model (e.g., using 144

grounding knowledge). We did most of our exper- 145

iments with DialoGPT-small architecture (Zhang 146

et al., 2020b), because of the affordable time to 147

fine tune and the good quality of the pre-trained 148

model. Additional experiments with simultane- 149

ous control of content, dialog acts and sentiment 150

we performed with Blenderbot architecture (Roller 151

et al., 2020). Furthermore, we chose dialog acts 152

(inform, question, directive, commissive) and sen- 153

timent (negative, neutral, positive) as controlled 154

attributes. For evaluation of control accuracy we 155

used DailyDialogs (Li et al., 2017), sentiment la- 156

belling was made separately by classifier. For eval- 157

uation of knowledge-grounded dialogue generation 158

quality (perplexity) we used Wizard of Wikipedia 159

dataset (Dinan et al., 2018). 160

One of the approaches to control object attributes 161

is to learn proper shifts in latent space (Hu et al., 162

2021). One way to modify latent representations 163

for every token is to use Projected Attention Layers 164

(PALs) (Stickland and Murray, 2019) as adapters 165

for every controllable attribute. In our case, each 166

PAL will learn to correct hidden states of the main 167

model to generate a response with the desired at- 168

tribute (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Blending of PALs and multi-head attention of
Transformer hidden representations for every token.

169
To control several attributes simultaneously, we 170

decided to add a PAL for each attribute and run 171
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Control Blend Train dataset Dialog act acc. Sentiment acc. Perplexity Opt. steps Trainable par.
No control - DailyDialogs 25.20 ±0.21 33.41 ±0.15 15.19 ±1.58 2000 117M
Dialog acts average DailyDialogs 63.74 ±0.32 42.83 ±0.27 15.93 ±0.12 10000 36M
Dialog acts dense DailyDialogs 45.27 ±5.26 40.15 ±1.22 22.36 ±0.85 5000 49M
Sentiment average ScenarioSA 33.40 ±0.16 72.09 ±4.06 92.98 ±14.74 5000 28M

Table 1: Models with control of one attribute. The model with no control is a finetuned DialoGPT-small, models
with control are DialoGPT-small with PALs. Metrics were calculated on valid set of Daily Dialog.

Blend Transfer Dialog act acc. Sentiment acc. Perplexity Opt. steps Trainable par.
average no 63.09 ±2.22 69.19 ±1.10 17.12 ±0.40 5000 63M
dense no 61.65 ±1.02 67.10 ±1.38 22.07 ±0.39 5000 84M

dense & average no 61.36 ±1.40 68.12 ±0.69 15.51 ±0.13 5000 77M
average yes 65.62 ±2.04 66.04 ±0.25 17.74 ±0.75 5000 63M

weighted average yes 63.20 ±1.09 69.05 ±0.42 15.65 ±0.09 5000 63M
dense yes 60.83 ±1.35 67.80 ±3.37 21.34 ±0.40 5000 84M

dense & average yes 62.76 ±0.70 70.03 ±2.04 15.69 ±0.19 5000 77M
dense & average, only blend yes 60.19 ±0.76 67.47 ±0.90 15.30 ±0.05 10000 14M

Table 2: Models with simultaneous dialog act and sentiment control. Transfer averages that PALs were initialized
with weights from model for single attribute control.

them in parallel (Figure 1). We chose average172

blending as our baseline for blending of hidden173

representations. It allows us to control easily the174

contribution of each PAL to the resulting hidden175

states by weighting them. Then we try a trainable176

way of blending outputs of PAL branches: dense177

blending — concatenation of PALs outputs and178

the main branch and feeding into the dense layer;179

combination of dense and average blending — con-180

catenation of PALs outputs, feeding into the dense181

layer and averaging the output with the base model.182

The loss function stays unchanged from the task of183

the next token prediction. For every labeled sample184

from training data we chose only corresponding185

PALs and train them, the base model is frozen.186

We added the "default" branch for each attribute187

for default selection values for attributes. Default188

branch is turned on for training on every sample189

instead of specialized PAL with probability p =190

0.2. Thus default branch will be trained on all191

dataset and will not be bound to one attribute value.192

We independently trained models for dialog act193

and sentiment control and transferred these pre-194

trained branches into one model. Even without195

any further training resulting model demonstrated196

a noticeably good attribute control without huge197

degradation of perplexity, even though PALs for198

the sentiment were trained on a different dataset199

(more details in Appendix A.4). After transfer, the200

model with the blending layer are capable to be201

finetuned on the target dataset.202

One of our goals is to develop a model which203

could generate responses for a given grounding204

knowledge and global attributes, such as dialog 205

act and sentiment. We modified Blenderbot Trans- 206

former architecture for control of global attributes 207

of the response by adding PALs in parallel with 208

the self-attention layer of the decoder layers. The 209

decoder layer in our modification has 5 branches 210

for dialog acts and 4 for sentiment. The attibute 211

branches were blended with the dense layer and 212

then added to the main branch of the base model. 213

4 Experiments and results 214

We used two metrics to estimate the quality of our 215

models: perplexity to test that model is able to pro- 216

duce relevant and natural like responses and ability 217

to control attributes. We generate responses for ev- 218

ery turn on a validation part of DailyDialog and use 219

attribute classifiers (see Appendix A.2) to check if 220

the response of the model is correct and calculate 221

balanced accuracy for each attribute. For example, 222

for the dialog act attribute, we estimate the dialog 223

act of each generated response and compare it with 224

the gold label. Every model was trained for the 225

same amount of steps, and then the best by perplex- 226

ity checkpoint was scored. Blending experiments 227

were performed with DialoGPT-small (117M) as 228

a pre-trained base model. All parameters of PALs 229

were taken from the original paper (Stickland and 230

Murray, 2019), thus the PAL embedding dimension 231

was 204. Training setup is the same as reported for 232

original DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020b). 233

When only one attribute is controlled there are 234

no conflicts between PALs, because only one at- 235
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tribute shift is learned. We tried averaging and236

dense layer to blend the output of PAL and the237

layer of the main model (Table 1). The averaging is238

better in both perplexity and accuracy and is much239

easier for further transfer because there is no need240

to add the blending layer to the target base model.241

Resources consumption is shown in Appendix A.1.242

In the case of controlling multiple attributes si-243

multaneously every PAL should adapt to its neigh-244

bors and learn to change only the corresponding245

attribute. Experiments (Table 2) have shown that246

the control abilities or perplexity are slightly better247

in the case of PALs pre-training and transfer com-248

pared to training added multi-attribute PALs from249

scratch. Average blending gives the best control250

for the similar perplexity. Dense layer blending251

results in perplexity drop. The model with a com-252

bination of dense and average blending shows the253

best perplexity and great control abilities. For other254

blending option perplexity is also on the same level,255

and control is better for one attribute and worse for256

another. Since each PAL was pre-trained with aver-257

age blending, a more natural way to blend them is258

weighted average (see Appendix A.4), this gives259

better perplexity. With weighted average as a blend-260

ing layer, it is possible to control the contribution of261

each PAL to every attribute. If the weights are trans-262

ferred, another alternative to finetune the model is263

to train only blending layer. We choose combi-264

nation of dense and average blending to finetune,265

and it results in the best perplexity and good con-266

trol abilities (last row in the Table 2). Resources267

consumption is shown in Appendix A.1268

Model D.A. acc. Sent. acc. PPL
Bl. bot, cont., 199M 77.01 84.90 28.42
Bl. bot 400M 38.10 28.43 18.24
Bl. bot 90M 38.18 27.96 76.10

Table 3: Comparison of controllable Blenderbot (dense
and average blending) with Blenderbot from Hugging-
face (balanced accuracy and perplexity) with grounding
knowledge.

Model Q/noQ acc. Sent. acc.
Bl. bot, cont., d&avg 99.45 85.87
CRAYON 98.17 82.17

Table 4: Comparison of controllable Blenderbot (dense
and average blending) with CRAYON model in question
asking and sentiment control accuracy.

The next series of experiments was performed269

with Blenderbot for dialog acts and sentiment con-270

trol (4 layers in encoder, 8 layers in decoder, em- 271

bedding dimension of 576, 119M parameters). We 272

pretrain Blenderbot on Reddit and finetuned on 273

Daily Dialog, ConvAI2 (Dinan et al., 2020), Em- 274

phatetic Dialogue and Wizard of Wikipedia. 275

We compared Blenderbot with PALs and base- 276

line Blenderbot on Dialy Dialog dataset (Table 3). 277

It was found that extended Blenderbot outperforms 278

Blenderbot 400M and Blenderbot 90M from Hug- 279

gingface library in dialog acts and sentiment con- 280

trol accuracy and is comparable with the baseline in 281

perplexity of dialogue generation given grounding 282

knowledge (GK) on Wizard of Wikipedia dataset. 283

We compared controllable Blenderbot with 284

CRAYON (Hu et al., 2021) in question asking and 285

sentiment control accuracy on Daily Dialog dataset. 286

Our model controls 4 types of dialog acts, therefore 287

we used PAL for "question" dialog act to generate a 288

question and PAL for "inform" otherwise. Blender- 289

bot with PALs outperforms CRAYON in question 290

asking and sentiment control accuracy (Table 4). 291

5 Conclusion 292

In this paper with presented the study of techniques 293

for multi-attribute control of neural response gen- 294

eration in the dialog with and without grounding 295

knowledge. Our methodology employs extension 296

of pre-trained generative base model with attribute 297

specific projected attention layers (PALs). Results 298

of our experiments allow to draw the following 299

conclusions. 300

If the base model is already trained and the qual- 301

ity of the responses is a first priority, then the best 302

way is to pre-train PALs for each attribute sepa- 303

rately (maybe on different datasets) with the aver- 304

age blending. Then transfer pre-trained PALs to 305

the base model and finetune with weighted average 306

or combination of average and dense blending. If a 307

degradation of perplexity is not noticeably harmful 308

then average blending without transfer is also an 309

option due to ability to control the contribution of 310

each attribute. 311

Our results demonstrate that proposed approach 312

can be successfully applied to controllable gen- 313

eration of responses in the dialog conditioned on 314

multiple attributes for less numbers of trainable 315

parameters per attribute. The method can be also 316

combined with grounding knowledge. Compared 317

to the baseline our solution shows better accuracy 318

of dialog acts and sentiment control with similar 319

perplexity. 320
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A Appendix433

A.1 Resources434

For all experiments, we used NVIDIA GeForce435

GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. Training DialoGPT-small436

with one attribute control for 10000 steps took437

about 8 hours using two GPUs. Training model438

with two attribute control and (weighted) average439

blending for 5000 steps took about 6 hours, with440

dense blending - about 8 hours, and with a combi-441

nation of average and dense blending - 7 hours on442

two GPUs. Train only blend layer for a combina-443

tion of dense and average took about 11 hours on444

the same devices. The batch size was set to 256445

divided into 8 steps of gradient accumulation. Ex-446

tended Blenderbot was trained with batch size of447

1000 on 10 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.448

Pretraining on part of Reddit dataset (dump from449

2014 and 2015 years) took 48 hours.450

A.2 Evaluation and Classifiers451

We used the validation part of the DailyDialog452

(Li et al., 2017) dataset to evaluate our models.453

DailyDialog is labeled with dialog acts, moreover454

we needed labels for the sentiment. Number of455

utterance for each attribute is shown on Figure456

4. Since classes are not balanced, we used bal-457

anced accuracy (from package scikit-learn 0.21.2,458

sklearn.metrics.balanced_accuracy). To evaluate459

the model we generated responses on the test set460

with the right PALs (according to the gold labels)461

and check if the response was generated with de-462

sired attributes. onsequently we needed to classify463

dialog acts and sentiment to (1) evaluate our model464

and (2) label datasets automatically.465

For dialog acts and sentiment classification we466

used the BERT-based model. One (current) or two467

utterances (current and previous), separated with468

SEP-token, were fed into BERT. The hidden state469

of the BERT CLS-token was fed into the dense470

layer, followed by softmax classification. Dialog471

acts classifier was trained on Daily Dialog (Li et al.,472

2017), sentiment classifier - on Scenario SA (Zhang473

et al., 2020a). Balanced accuracy of dialog act clas-474

sifier is 72.90%, the confusion matrix is in Figure 2.475

The balanced accuracy of the sentiment classifier476

is 76.24%, the confusion matrix is in Figure 3.477

A.3 Default branch 478

We added "default" branch for each attribute for 479

the cases when we don’t want or don’t need to 480

control it. The default branch is the same PAL as 481

the other, except during training it turns on every 482

time instead of any other PAL for this attribute 483

with the probability p, we chose p = 0.2. To check 484

that the default branch is working as expected, we 485

evaluated the model (DialoGPT-small with control 486

of dialog acts and sentiment and combination of 487

dense and average as a blend layer) in four setups: 488

• Usual inference (default branch is off) 489

• Default branch is always set for dialog act 490

attribute 491

• Default branch is always set for sentiment 492

attribute 493

• Default branch is always set for both dialog 494

act and sentiment attributes 495

The results are in the Table ??. With default 496

control of each attribute is back on the level of base 497

models (without attribute control). With default 498

branches, perplexity grows, but not too much. That 499

averages that those branches are trained pretty well 500

and that our model is better at control (than base 501

DialoGPT) not just because of the larger number 502

of parameters, but because PALs are learning their 503

domains. Otherwise, default branches would show 504

great control abilities too. 505

A.4 Average and weighted average blending 506

Originally (Stickland and Murray, 2019) the output 507

of PALs is added to the output of the corresponding 508

layer in the base model. But we run several PALs 509

simultaneously. We can still just add all PAL’s out- 510

puts to hidden states of the main model, but since 511

we add an arbitrary number of PALs in parallel, 512

the summation scales poorly. This is due to the 513

inconsistency of absolute values of hidden states 514

and their dependency on the number of attributes 515

to control. For this reason, we choose average as 516

a blending layer. Since there are no trainable pa- 517

rameters on the blending stage, each PAL output is 518

an embedding, shifted in a proper direction in the 519

latent space. Furthermore, we can easily transfer 520

the weights of PALs from a model for one-attribute 521

control to a model with the control of several at- 522

tributes. But average blending with one attribute 523

6



Figure 2: Confusion matrix for dialog acts classifier.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for sentiment classifier.
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(a) Dialog acts balance (b) Sentiment balance

Figure 4: Attributes balance on validation set of DailyDialog

Default attributes Dialog act acc. Sentiment acc. Perplexity
No default 62.76 ±0.70 70.03 ±2.04 15.69 ±0.19

Dialog act 31.97 ±0.42 70.19 ±2.27 16.34 ±0.28

Sentiment 62.85 ±0.38 42.47 ±0.75 16.03 ±0.17

Dialog act and sentiment 30.06 ±0.79 39.67 ±0.31 16.83 ±0.57

Table 5: Work of default branches for each attribute. Evaluated with the model for dialog act and sentiment control
with a combination of dense and average blending.

has the following formula:524

Emb =
Main+ PAL

2
(1)525

Average blending for several attributes has the526

following formula:527

Emb =
Main+ PAL1 + · · ·+ PALN

N + 1
(2)528

If we transfer weights with an average blending529

layer then each PAL would influence more than it530

was in a model with a single attribute control. For531

example with two attributes:532

Emb =
Main+ PAL1 + PAL2

3
=

=
1

2

(
Main+ 2 · PAL1

3
+

Main+ 2 · PAL2

3

)
(3)

533

For this reason, control abilities may be better,534

but perplexity will probably drop. To solve this535

problem we tried weighted average:536

Emb =
N ·Main+ PAL1 + · · ·+ PALN

2N
(4)537

For two attributes is:538

Emb =
2 ·Main+ PAL1 + PAL2

4
(5)539

In our experiments weighted averaging signifi- 540

cantly improved perplexity and dropped accuracy 541

a little (Table 2). 542

In the same way, we can directly control, how 543

much each attribute influences the resulting embed- 544

ding by tuning the weights for each attribute branch. 545

For example, we can add more weight to dialog act 546

PAL and get better accuracy for this attribute, but 547

for other attributes, control ability will probably 548

drop. We experimented with three models (each 549

one controls dialog act and sentiment): 550

1. PALs weights transferred from models with 551

control of only one attribute without further 552

training (Table 6) 553

2. PALs weights transferred and model was 554

trained (with weighted average blend) (Table 555

7) 556

3. Model was trained (with average blend) with- 557

out transfer (Table 8) 558

Visual results can be found in Figure 5. Re- 559

sults show that with and without weights transfer 560

branches are learning desired attributes as expected, 561

and it is possible to control the impact of each at- 562

tribute if needed. 563
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Branch weights Dialog act Sentiment Perplexity
Dialog act Sentiment Main acc. acc.

0.33 0.33 0.33 57.88% 62.15% 44.53
0.25 0.25 0.50 55.06% 59.86% 24.91
0.20 0.20 0.60 49.81% 55.66% 21.89
0.33 0.17 0.50 58.37% 53.39% 19.42
0.38 0.12 0.50 60.90% 50.32% 17.97
0.40 0.20 0.40 60.60% 54.70% 23.48
0.17 0.33 0.50 49.34% 64.40% 36.20
0.12 0.38 0.50 46.95% 68.44% 45.67
0.20 0.40 0.40 52.27% 67.94% 55.51

Table 6: Reweighting the impact of just transferred PALs to improve control for selected attributes. Perplexity is
high when the weight of sentiment PALs is high because the model for sentiment control was trained on a different
dataset.

Branch weights Dialog act Sentiment Perplexity
Dialog act Sentiment Main acc. acc.

0.33 0.33 0.33 62.21% 65.40% 25.04
0.25 0.25 0.50 64.42% 68.53% 15.55
0.20 0.20 0.60 58.00% 65.60% 15.48
0.33 0.17 0.50 67.02% 59.02% 17.63
0.38 0.12 0.50 67.13% 53.61% 20.18
0.40 0.20 0.40 61.52% 56.18% 25.97
0.17 0.33 0.50 53.23% 73.54% 16.32
0.12 0.38 0.50 46.97% 74.17% 17.90
0.20 0.40 0.40 54.99% 75.96% 18.71

Table 7: Reweighting the impact of transferred and finetuned PALs to improve control for selected attributes.

A.5 Comparison of pretraining and564

fine-tuning565

We trained different architectures and methods of566

pretraining on OpenSubtitles dataset and then eval-567

uated on test set of Daily Dialog. Samples from568

OpenSubtitles were preprocessed with classifiers569

for dialog acts and sentiment. We left only samples570

with confidence of dialog act classification upper571

0.5 and sentiment upper 0.8, in total the dataset572

contains 8.9M samples.573

To run the experiments faster, we used very small574

version of DialoGPT with 6 layers and embedding575

dimension 256. The Table 9 shows a compari-576

son for small models. We compared the following577

cases:578

1. PALs added at every layer of DialoGPT in579

place of the main branch, the PALs are pre-580

trained at the same time as the model;581

2. PALs added in parallel with the main branch,582

the model is first pretrained without PALs and583

then freezed with only PALs training;584

3. PALs in place of the main branch and at train-585

ing the batch contains samples for different586

dialog acts and sentiment.587

The Figure 6 contains confusion matrices for dia- 588

log acts and sentiment of different training settings. 589

Pretraining of PALs results in higher accuracy of 590

attribute generation than fine-tuning. 591

A.6 Blenderbot evaluation 592

Experiments with DialoGPT-small (more details 593

in Appendix A.5) showed that pretraining of the 594

model with PALs result in higher control accu- 595

racy than training only PALs when the main model 596

is freezed, therefore We pretrain Blenderbot on 597

Reddit and finetuned on Daily Dialog, ConvAI2, 598

Emphatetic Dialogue and Wizard of Wikipedia. 599

For testing on Wizard of Wikipedia we left in the 600

dataset only samples with "checked sentence" (gold 601

grounding knowledge). 602

A.7 Limitations and future work 603

Our results have limitations with respect classifiers 604

quality for both dialog acts and sentiment (more de- 605

tails in Appendix A.2). Another one is increasing 606

a number of parameters for adding new attribute. 607

Furthermore, we utilized up to two attributes with 608

more attributes quality can be affected. One of 609

the risks for generative models produce harm text, 610

probability of which reduces compared to control- 611
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Branch weights Dialog act Sentiment Perplexity
Dialog act Sentiment Main acc. acc.

0.33 0.33 0.33 65.87% 69.44% 16.63
0.25 0.25 0.50 54.08% 63.84% 17.37
0.20 0.20 0.60 49.25% 55.87% 19.63
0.33 0.17 0.50 61.26% 54.81% 18.26
0.38 0.12 0.50 62.34% 52.30% 19.80
0.40 0.20 0.40 68.27% 57.56% 18.24
0.50 0.25 0.25 72.69% 59.07% 25.33
0.17 0.33 0.50 47.52% 69.07% 17.83
0.12 0.38 0.50 43.23% 71.39% 18.58
0.20 0.40 0.40 54.30% 75.19% 18.24
0.25 0.50 0.25 49.67% 76.52% 33.46

Table 8: Reweighting the impact of trained together from scratch PALs to improve control for selected attributes.

Training setting Dialog acts accuracy Sentiment accuracy Perplexity
PALs, pretraining with the main model 78.73 ±0.86 71.20 ±1.91 315.06 ±3.11

PALs, freezed main model 70.50 ±2.62 62.07 ±3.27 368.54 ±8.97

PALs, different attributes in batch 80.32 ±2.79 74.13 ±3.43 365.60 ±11.50

Table 9: Comparison of PALs training methods on small DialoGPT

lable generative models, but is not excluded. More-612

over, generative models can be used unethically613

when a certain quality of generation is achieved.614
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Figure 5: Attributes balanced accuracy and model perplexity depending on blending weights proportion of PAL for
dialog act and PAL for sentiment. Perplexity is high for a model with high sentiment impact and just transferred
weights because PALs for sentiment control were trained on a different dataset.
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(a) Pretraining of PALs, dialog acts (b) Pretraining of PALs, sentiment

(c) Fine-tuning of PALs, dialog acts (d) Fine-tuning of PALs, sentiment

(e) Different attributes in batch, dialog acts (f) Different attributes in batch, sentiment

Figure 6: Comparison of different training methods
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